
3D OBJECTS Cut-Outs

“WOW!,
Conservatory Pricing
Can Now Be Added!”

There is
more too! 

See reverse
Astounding
new options

Why is this software so different from other packages available?
We have brought about a radical change in the way conservatory software looks, feels and operates for those who 
sell conservatories. This groundbreaking, new software has been expertly crafted by our programmers to include 
functionality that salesmen today insist on. Created to be fast, affordable, easy to operate and feature rich. We 
believe this is truly the most beneficial conservatory sales package on the market. No other software can currently 
claim to offer so many advanced features like ‘cut-outs’ and ‘real-time 3D objects’ at such a low price!

How easy is it to get to grips with?
Easy as 1 2 3! It really is as simple as follows:
1. Import a digital photo of your customer’s property on to your PC or laptop.
2. Select the desired style of conservatory and configure it to the customer’s requirements.
3. Super impose the true Photo 3D conservatory on to the customer's house right before their eyes!
    You can now even add 3D objects (sofas, coffee tables, bird tables etc..) to the scene and print the 
    customer a choice of stunning reports to leave a real lasting impression. A photographic impression!

Helps with referrals too!
Leave a lasting impression of your company’s professionalism by giving the customer 
professional photo-reports with their order. There is every chance that they will show 
their friends and family, thus spreading the good word about your services...
In today's aggressive market place this perfect sales tool is a definite necessity.

Amplify the Conservatory sales of your business with the latest version of this totally amazing 3D Photo-Sales software. This is an 
easy-to-use, intuitive system, designed to speed up, professionalize and significantly improve your conservatory sales technique. BOOST SALES!

“Completely obliterate your competitors quotes using this industry’s finest 
sales presentations. Using 3D Conservatories/Objects and Digital Photo’s”

Its a simple path to a sale!



FEATURES, ComfortableConservatories is crammed full with features! Amazingly the amount of  clever options contained within 
this software doesn’t impede on its unparalleled simplicity. Truly revolutionary, immensely inspiring and unashamedly flash sales
software that does not fail to deliver the best possible conservatory presentation available. Look below at some of its key features..
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Ingenious Cut-outs Adjustable 3D Objects Volume & Floor Area Display Down pipes Box Gutter Features Open Roof Vents Scaled Drawings More Polycarb Effects! More Conservatories Tiled Roof Options

Change Profile Colour Apply Glass Effects Show Skirting Boards Add Window Boards Add Floor Coverings Internal Walk-in Views Inside Wall Coverings Change External Brick Starburst Shapes Adjustable Cresting

Window Blind Options Open Vents & Doors Show Paving & Steps Many Georgian Options Configurable Handles Configure Roof Vents Draggable Rafters Extendable Sides Copy & Paste Panels Built-in Texture Grabber

40+ emailable Reports! Multiple Roof Views Store Jobs with Detail Huge 3D Object Library User Report Detail Extended Light Options Wallplate Adjusting Alter Ridge Dimensions Wireframe Short-cuts Plug-in Pricing Option

Pricing ‘Bolt-on’ can 
be purchased as an 
optional extra!!!

The countless options shown above serve only as an outline of the true power contained within ComfortableConservatories. 
In reality, this essential tool holds many more fundamental benefits to make the most attractive sales software imaginable, 
totally equipping your salesmen! All conservatory modules within this unique system can be configured to your customer’s 

         specification. Most of the modules contained on the massive style list can be altered in such a way that they each cover
          many conservatory combinations. Dimensioned line drawings such as, Base Plan, Roof Plan, Cill Plan, 6 views etc, and
              numerous 3D Photo-reports (before/after, photo-quote & more!) can all be selected, printed, saved as jpegs, & even 
                emailed with ease. Reports can contain your company information and logo, arming you with glossy prints that give
                 you the complete competitive edge. 
  

Contact us on: tel 0845  2  30 30 13  fax 0845  2  30 30 14
Outside UK tel +44(0)1458 271300  fax +44(0)1458 271301

email: info@ComfortableSoftware.com
website: www.ComfortableSoftware.com

“NIGHT TIME PHOTO’S”


